Field Technician:
Native Plant Seed Collection
$15.00 / Hour

Duties: Assist in the collection, cleaning, and processing of native grass and forb seeds

Location: In and around the greater Reno/Sparks area

Dates: June 1 – August 31, 2016

Schedule: 32 hours / week; flexible schedule depending on plant phenology and logistics

Contact: Matt Church
mchurch@cabnr.unr.edu

UNR is currently hiring one Field Technician to assist with native seed collection. The job will primarily consist of myself and the Technician collecting seed by hand from target species in a variety of public land locations accessible on day trips from Reno. Other duties include additional cleaning and processing of collected plant material as needed. Prior experience with fieldwork and plant identification is helpful, but anyone with a good attitude, strong work ethic, and an interest in native plants is encouraged to apply. Interested applicants should send their resume and any questions they might have to the email listed above.

LAST ONE *DO NOT TAKE*